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OPTICS
Transistor uses single photons
Two teams in Germany have built transistors that control light at the single-photon level.
Transistors that switch light instead of electrical current can enable ultrafast computing. But making optical transistors with 'gain' -when one photon affects many others to drive further switches -has been tricky because photons do not interact with each other.
To overcome this problem, a team at the Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics in Garching and a separate group at the University of Stuttgart passed a single photon through a cloud of ultracold rubidium atoms.
EVOLUTION
Sperm are speedier in groups
In the face of competition, sperm cells travel faster when Weather and oceanographic processes that are not linked to storms cause sea levels to rise over weeks to months, but their effects have been overlooked in models of beach erosion. So Ethan Theuerkauf and his colleagues at the University of North Carolina's Institute of Marine Sciences in Morehead City studied sediment cores from six sites along Onslow Beach on the US east coast after a year of frequent sealevel changes but no major storms. They compared these cores with those obtained after a storm year and found similar levels of erosion.
The authors suggest that sealevel changes could become more frequent in this region because climate change is predicted to weaken the Gulf Stream, which can lead to these sea-level anomalies. The results show how sexual selection can shape the evolution of cooperation.
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The photon converted one atom into a type of large, excited particle called a Rydberg atom, which blocked the next photon from passing through.
In the Stuttgart team's transistor, one photon diverted another 10, whereas in the Max Planck device, a photon controlled a further 20.
